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Association Georgian Youth
for Europe (GYE) is in the midst of
offering its third year of after school
activities, but this year something
has changed; the majority of GYE's
clubs, classes, and activities are led
not by foreign volunteers, but by
Georgians! Among the most
professionally delivered and well
attended is the Healthy Lifestyle
Class, which is led by two future
doctors Mariam Beridze and Ani
Beraia. Mariam and Ani will deliver
interesting content via video, Power
Point, discussion, and games each
Friday from October 17th until
December 12th.

Thus far, topics have included
nutrition, peer pressure, safe sex, and
the impact of tobacco and alcohol on
the body. They have used an
anonymous question box to help
facilitate conversation during more
taboo discussions. Ani and Mariam are
planning to host a workshop which
focuses on protection against sexually
transmitted diseases in the near future.
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CLUBS END
The GYE Spanish language club and
English conversation club have finished
this year’s first semester with a bang! The
clubs began mid-October, with 10 people
group in Spanish language club (beginner
language level) and two 12 people groups
in English conversation club (beginner and
advanced language level). With a small
certificate ceremony the clubs marked the
course completion and the GYE
pre-Christmas party.
The clubs will continue this March.
Both new and old members are welcome to
join. Each class will begin with a short revision of the previous level content and
then will continue to the upper level of
language proficiency. The GYE team hopes
to see you this March at Spanish language
club and English conversation club.
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The participants of both groups of English for beginners clubs did very well. Furthermore,
they passed their tests without any serious problems. Our youngest participants were especially successful and achieved great results. Since clubs ended just a few days before Christmas, we decided to
organize a little Christmas party for all participants of English for beginners club, Spanish language
club and English conversation club. The participants who attended this event got their certificates
proving successful performance in clubs together with little Christmas presents. After this “official”
program we sang Christmas songs, played games and enjoyed a time spent together.
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“BLA BLA” PARTY

On the 27th of December, the younger
members of GYE and GYE staff celebrated
Christmas with a very tiny and funny party
named “BLA BLA Party “. This party had a
special dress code: 90’s clothes Georgian style!
The topic for this year was-the 90’s in Georgia,
as this time seems to be associated with sweet
memories of Georgia’s dark times with lot of
funny and interesting activities which were
adapted to the daily routine of the time.
Like the 90’s made Georgians feel closer,
the party helped the GYE team become closer as
well. We gathered and remember the times of
neighbors watching soap operas together and
sharing everything with each other. This time
GYE members shared with each other Happiness
of Christmas and New Year.
Young leaders prepared a lots of funny
games, activities, a 90’s Fashion Show, and a
museum of 90’s.
Participants also celebrated the 9th
birthday of GYE and pleased were quite pleased
to think about all the potential that 2015 has to
offer. GYE wishes you success and lot of
happiness in 2015! Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year!
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MINISTRY NGO CONFERENCE
On the 24th and 25th of December in Expo Georgia, Tbilisi GYE attended the 6th
annual forum of Georgian Youth Organizations, which was supported by Georgia’s Ministry
of Sport and Youth. Association Georgian Youth for Europe, “Academy of Pace and
Development” (Tbilisi), Association “Droni” (Tbilisi), SIQA (Rustavi), “ATINATI”
(Zugdidi), SALTO EECA Warsaw (Poland), worked together to host the event.
The total number of registered organizations reached 173 (26 more organizations
than last year) and the forum was quite interesting for all involved. Participants had a
chance to meet with new and old participants of the forum.
This year there were interesting discussions about the Youth Document of Georgia,
participants divided into working groups with different competences and they made very
interesting corrections to it and made many suggestions to the government.
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VISIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL
On Friday, December 12th
in Rustavi, Tengo Gogotishvili was
guest speaker at Georgian Youth
for Europe's weekly Human Rights
Class. The high school club
participants have been studying
different aspects of Human Rights
for three months. Among those
topics was citizenship. During this
discussion, Tengo answered the
participants questions on the
rights and responsibilities of

Georgian citizens. He also discussed
several defining moments that helped him
choose a career. Later he talked about the
ways that he volunteers to help his local and
national community. Tengo also urged all
those present to continually look for ways to
develop themselves and their communities.
Hopefully, Tengo will be the first of
many important speakers who will visit
GYE’s members and who will share more
professional experiences.
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MEMBER?

If you are interested in leading a club or being a
participant? If so, come and register to be a GYE
member.
Contact achiko@gye.ge for details.

CHECK OUT GYE ON
YOUTUBE
Although GYE has had a YouTube page for
quite some time, recently, GYE
volunteers and the youth exchange participants have really updated the site. There are
a number of great videos that you should
see, not just because they’re creative, but also to chronicle the work that GYE and its
partners have done together this year.
Go ahead check us out!
You know you want to!

ASSOCIATION “GEORGIAN YOUTH FOR EUROPE”
Georgian Youth For Europe is an non-governmental organization that was established on the
25th of December 2006. The organization is based in Rustavi City, in the Kvemo Kartli Region of Eastern Georgia.
GYE promotes learning through peer-education training and workshops on art and management;
healthy lifestyles by organizing outdoor activities, hobby clubs, first aid courses; democratic principles
by offering work shops on human rights; environmentally-conscious behavior by raising public awareness about environmental issues through yard clean-up campaigns, after-school programs on environmental problems.

Georgian Youth for Europe
Rustavi 3700 Georgia
georgianyouth@gmail.com
www.gye.ge
Facebook
EVS Rustavi Blog
Youtube
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